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Abstract

We describe the sexual behaviors of women at elevated risk of HIV acquisition who reside in 

areas of high HIV prevalence and poverty in the US. Participants in HPTN 064, a prospective HIV 

incidence study, provided information about participants’ sexual behaviors and male sexual 

partners in the past 6 months at baseline, 6- and 12-months. Independent predictors of consistent 

or increased temporal patterns for three high-risk sexual behaviors were assessed separately: 

exchange sex, unprotected anal intercourse [UAI] and concurrent partnerships. The baseline 

prevalence of each behavior was >30% among the 2,099 participants, 88% reported partner(s) 

with > one HIV risk characteristic and both individual and partner risk characteristics decreased 

over time. Less than high school education and food insecurity predicted consistent/increased 

engagement in exchange sex and UAI, and partner's concurrency predicted participant 
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concurrency. Our results demonstrate how interpersonal and social factors may influence 

sustained high-risk behavior by individuals and suggest that further study of the economic issues 

related to HIV risk could inform future prevention interventions.
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Introduction

The HIV epidemic in the United States, now past the thirty year mark, remains entrenched. 

Women, who constitute approximately one-quarter of people living with HIV/AIDS, acquire 

HIV predominantly via heterosexual activity (1), and Black and Hispanic women bear a 

disproportionate share of the epidemic (1, 2). There is growing appreciation that HIV 

acquisition, especially among women, is determined by the geographic and demographic 

characteristics of sexual networks as well as by individual sexual behaviors (3).

The role of sexual networks in HIV acquisition among women depends on several factors, 

including the HIV risk characteristics and HIV prevalence of the male sexual partners in 

their network (3, 4). Partner characteristics such as prior incarceration, injection drug use 

and concurrent partnerships confer risk to the woman primarily because they are associated 

with HIV infection in the partner. HIV-infected partners who are unaware of their infection 

are not on treatment and therefore more likely to transmit, a situation more prevalent among 

black men and women than among whites (2, 5, 6). Incarceration rates are higher among 

black men than white men (7, 8), and HIV prevalence among the incarcerated is higher than 

in the general population (9). Moreover, not only do high incarceration rates among black 

men disrupt stable sexual partnerships, but they also contribute to the low male-to-female 

sex ratio observed in some communities (10). Low male-to-female sex ratios are associated 

with concurrent partnerships (11, 12), which, in turn, promote transmission of HIV and other 

sexually transmitted infections (10, 12, 13).

Sexual behaviors, specifically inconsistent condom use (14), anal intercourse (15-18), 

concurrent partnerships (16, 19) and exchange sex (20) have been associated with HIV 

transmission and/or prevalence. Cross-sectional studies have estimated the one-year 

prevalence of these risk behaviors among the general population of women, age 20-39 years, 

in the US at 21-23% for anal sex (21), 8% for concurrent partnerships (19) and 2% for 

exchange sex (19). Among urban, heterosexual women at elevated risk of HIV acquisition 

the reported one-year prevalence rates are higher, 38% for anal sex and 41% for exchange 

sex (22). The few studies that have assessed longitudinal patterns of sexual risk behaviors, 

particularly among women at elevated risk, have focused on adolescents (23) or have a small 

sample size (24). Thus, there is little information about how these specific sexual risk 

behaviors may change over time and what initial factors predict sustained patterns of 

engaging in a given risk behavior. Identifying such factors may help inform HIV prevention 

interventions for women.
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The HPTN 064 study was conducted in 2009-2010 to assess HIV incidence and to describe 

behaviors among US women at elevated risk for HIV infection who resided in areas of 

poverty and high HIV prevalence (25). In this report, we describe the reported sexual risk 

behaviors of HPTN 064 participants and the reported characteristics of their male sexual 

partners. We examine the longitudinal patterns and predictors of exchange sex, unprotected 

anal intercourse (UAI) and concurrent partnerships and assesse baseline factors predictive of 

sustained or increased, engagement in these three behaviors over time in order to 

characterize those women who may be in most need of prevention interventions. The 

analysis is informed by the Socioecologic Framework (SEF) (26) which acknowledges that 

health behaviors and related outcomes are influenced by multiple facets of the physical and 

social environment (27, 28). We explore two levels of the SEF: the individual (i.e., the 

participant's behaviors), and the interpersonal (i.e., characteristics of male sex partners) and 

their associations with temporal patterns of sexual risk behaviors.

Methods

Study Design

HPTN 064 was a multisite, longitudinal observational HIV seroincidence study. Details 

about the study design, including participant screening, enrollment, follow-up, as well as 

laboratory methods have been previously reported (25, 29).

In brief, in order to be eligible, individuals had to self-identify as women, age 18-44 years, 

who resided in census tracts or zip codes that ranked in the top 30th percentile of HIV 

prevalence and had >25% of inhabitants living in poverty within six geographic locations of 

the US (Atlanta, GA; Baltimore, MD; New York City, NY; Newark, NJ; Raleigh-Durham, 

NC; Washington, DC) (30). They also had to report at least one episode of unprotected 

vaginal and/or anal sex with a man in the six months before enrollment; agree to undergo 

HIV rapid testing; and had to report at least one of the following in the prior six months: 

individual risk behaviors (exchange sex [defined below], sexually transmitted infection 

(STI) history, drug use, binge drinking [four or more drinks in one sitting], alcohol 

dependence, incarceration in the past five years) or a partner with at least one high-risk 

characteristic (drug use, incarceration history in past five years, STI history, HIV-positive 

diagnosis, binge drinking or alcohol dependence). Exclusion criteria included self-reported 

history of previous positive results on an HIV test. Using venue-based sampling, eligible 

women were enrolled between May 2009 and July 2010 from 10 communities in the six 

geographic areas. The study was approved by institutional review boards at each site and 

collaborating institutions, and a certificate of confidentiality was obtained.

Data Collection and Quantitative Measures

Participants received routine HIV testing and counseling, with access to free condoms, and 

completed an audio computer-assisted self-interview (ACASI) at baseline and at 6-month 

intervals, with six or twelve months of follow-up, depending on when they enrolled in the 

study (25). ACASI was used to collect data on individual- and interpersonal-level 

characteristics, including age, level of education, annual income, employment status, and 

incarceration history, as well as information about alcohol and substance use, mental health 
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symptoms (depression and post-traumatic stress disorder [PTSD], defined per Radloff (31) 

and Prins (32), respectively) and social support. Information on sexual behaviors in the prior 

six months and about the characteristics of the three most recent male partners during the 

prior six months was also solicited via ACASI from all participants and is the source of the 

data on individual behaviors and partner characteristics reported in this paper.

Participants were asked about total number of male sexual partners in the previous six 

months and of these, how many partners were a result of needing to exchange commodities 

for sex; and for each of the three most recent male sexual partners in the prior six months, 

information was collected on the dates of first and last sex, condom use and the HIV risk 

characteristics of that partner. The ACASI asked the participant to report whether each of 

her last three partners had a concurrent relationship in the past six months, i.e., sex with 

others while the partner was in a sexual relationship with the participant [response choices: 

definitely did, probably did, probably did not, or definitely did not]. The ACASI also asked 

the participant “ Do you consider yourself to be ‘a commercial sex worker (prostitute)?’ ” 

[response choices: Yes, No, Don't know]. A high-risk sex partner was defined as a partner 

who had one or more of the following HIV risk characteristics, as reported by the 

participant: unknown or HIV-seropositive status; concurrency (referred to as partner's 

concurrency below); any history of injection drug use; or a history of incarceration (jail 

and/or prison > 24 hours).

Primary outcomes

The primary outcomes for this analysis were (i) among all participants at each study visit, 

the prevalence of exchange sex, UAI and participant concurrency; (ii) among all participants 

at each study visit, the prevalence of four partner high-risk characteristics as reported by 

participants (unknown or positive HIV serostatus, history of incarceration, history of 

injection drug use, or having other sexual partners (“partner concurrency”); and (iii) among 

participants with complete data at all three visits, the temporal patterns for each of the three 

individual sexual behaviors and the predictors of high-risk temporal patterns. These specific 

sexual risk behaviors and partner characteristics were selected for analysis because existing 

literature links each behavior to HIV transmission and/or prevalence, as described above.

In this analysis, exchange sex was defined as sex with at least one sexual partner in the 

previous six months in exchange for money or for commodities such as food, shelter or 

drugs, each posed as a separate question. UAI was based on reporting any anal sex without 

the use of a condom during the last six months. Participant concurrency was determined by 

comparing the dates (recorded as month and year) of first and last sexual intercourse for the 

most recent partners described in the ACASI (up to a maximum of three in the prior six 

months). A participant's partnership was defined as concurrent if the month of first sexual 

intercourse with one partner occurred before the month of last intercourse with another 

partner. Participants with non-concurrent partnerships had to have complete data on the 

timing of all reported partnerships and the dates could not overlap; those with incomplete 

data were excluded from the concurrency analyses. Partner concurrency was defined by the 

participant reporting that any of her last three partners “definitely did” have sex with another 

person during the course of her sexual relationship with him.
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We defined a priori temporal patterns based on existing literature, as described above, for 

each of the three individual sexual behaviors of interest (Table II) in order to distinguish 

among consistent, increased, decreased and inconsistent patterns for each behavior. 

Specifically, participant's behavior based on measurements at baseline, 6- and 12-month 

visits, were summarized into a single “pattern” per participant for exchange sex, anal sex 

and participant concurrency, with each behavior analyzed separately. Summarizing repeated 

measurements into a single summary statistic for each individual is a common approach to 

the analysis of longitudinal data (33). Consistent or increased reporting of a behavior over 

the course of the study defined a high-risk temporal pattern while a consistent lack or 

decreased reporting of a behavior over the course of the study defined a low-risk temporal 

pattern. Those who reported a behavior at baseline and the 12-month visit but not at the 6-

month visit, or vice versa, were categorized as having an inconsistent temporal pattern.

Baseline predictors of having a high-risk temporal pattern as compared to a low-risk pattern 

were assessed separately for each behavior. Predictors fell into one of two levels of the SEF 

(individual or intrapersonal). The selection of these levels was based on the substantial 

literature highlighting the importance of individual and interpersonal risk factors in HIV 

transmission and acquisition (14-18) (16, 19, 20). Patterns were analyzed among participants 

with complete data about each behavior in the prior six months at all three study visits, i.e., 

during a period spanning 18 months. Participants with inconsistent temporal patterns were 

excluded from this portion of the analysis.

Data Analysis

All analyses were conducted using SAS (Version 9.2, Cary, NC). Cochran-Armitage test for 

trend was used to examine the presence of significant trends in sexual risk behavior over the 

course of the study period. Bivariate analyses using independent t-tests and chi-square 

analyses as appropriate were conducted. Baseline demographic, mental health, substance 

use, individual sexual risk, and partner risk characteristics associated with high-risk 

temporal patterns were assessed separately for exchange sex, anal sex and participant 

concurrency. Factors associated (p < 0.10) in bivariate analyses with having a high-risk 

temporal pattern for exchange sex, anal sex or participant concurrency were included in 

corresponding multivariate logistic regression models. Exchange sex, anal sex and 

participant concurrency were each assessed separately. Lastly, sensitivity analyses using 

bivariate t-tests and chi-square analyses were conducted to compare baseline characteristics 

between individuals who completed their scheduled follow-up versus those who were lost to 

follow-up. As previously described in Adimora et al. (34), analysis of concurrency data is 

limited by missing dates, however, for all other variables, missing data comprise 

approximately 1% of most responses (25). Our analyses assume that missing data are 

missing at random.

Results

Baseline characteristics, sexual behaviors and partner risk characteristics

Among the total 2,099 participants who enrolled in HPTN 064, the median age was 29 

years, 86% were black, 44% had an annual household income of less than $10,000 and 46% 
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reported being concerned about having sufficient food for themselves and/or their families 

over the past 6 months (Table I). Illicit drug use and binge drinking, each at least weekly, 

PTSD and depressive symptoms were each reported at enrollment by approximately one-

fourth of participants. Most participants (82%) reported unprotected sex at the last episode 

of vaginal intercourse. In the six months prior to enrollment, the median number of sexual 

partners was 2 (IQR 1-3) and more than one-third of participants (38%) reported at least one 

episode of anal sex; of these, 80% reported UAI at the last episode of anal sex. While 6% of 

all participants considered themselves to be commercial sex workers, 37% reported 

exchanging sex for food, shelter, drugs or money. Almost half (40%) reported concurrent 

partnerships (Table I).

Most participants reported having male sexual partners in the prior six months with one or 

more HIV risk characteristics (Table I). While only 27 (1%) participants reported that their 

last vaginal or anal sex partner was HIV-infected, 41% did not know the HIV status of their 

last vaginal sex partner, and 58% did not know the HIV status of at least one of their last 

three partners. Most participants (68%) reported having partners who had ever been 

incarcerated, 36% reported partners’ concurrency, but only 8% reported that their partner 

had a history of IDU. Taken together, the vast majority (88%) reported having at least one 

recent male sex partner(s) with at least one of the HIV risk characteristics listed above.

Longitudinal patterns of sexual behavior

Of the 2,099 participants enrolled at baseline, 1,953 and 1,525 completed the 6- and 12- 

month visits, respectively, reflecting the design of the study and retention rates at 6-months 

and 12-months of 93% and 94%, respectively; a total of 158 participants did not complete 

study follow-up visits as scheduled. As depicted in Figure 1, there were statistically 

significant decreases in the overall prevalence of the three high-risk individual sexual 

behaviors among all participants, namely, UAI (35% at baseline to 27% by the 12-month 

visit), exchange sex (37% to 26%) and participant concurrency (40% to 21%) [p < 0.0001 

for each high-risk behavior,]. Similarly, significant decreases in partner risk characteristics 

were observed between the baseline and 12-month visits for partner incarceration and for 

unknown or positive HIV status of partners (68% to 53%, and 42% to 25%, respectively; p < 

0.0001).

To assess whether the decreases in prevalence were related to retaining women who reported 

fewer risk behaviors and fewer partners with risk characteristics compared to those who 

were not retained in the study, we examined the prevalence of the three selected risk 

behaviors at baseline among the 158 women who did not complete follow-up visits as 

scheduled versus the 1941 who did. We found no difference in the prevalence of exchange 

sex or UAI but we did find a smaller proportion of those who were not retained reported 

concurrent partners compared to those who completed all visits as scheduled (31% vs 41%, 

p =0.035). We also examined the prevalence of each of the three high-risk behaviors among 

the 1,498 participants who completed both the 6- and 12-month follow-up visits and found 

the prevalence and the trends over time were no different from the overall group (data not 

shown).
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We assessed the prevalence of different longitudinal patterns for each sexual risk behavior 

among those participants with complete data at baseline, 6- and 12-month visits [exchange 

sex (n = 1,450); UAI (n = 1,498); and participant concurrency (n = 845)], and the results are 

displayed in Table II. The prevalence of high-risk, low-risk and inconsistent temporal 

patterns were similar for each behavior. High-risk temporal patterns occurred in about one-

fifth of participants (exchange sex: 23%, UAI: 21%, and participant concurrency: 17%). 

Low-risk patterns were common: a consistently low-risk pattern occurred in about half of 

participants (50%, 48% and 46% for each respective behavior) and a decreased risk pattern 

was reported by another one-fifth of the group (20%, 20% and 27%, respectively), i.e., no 

reports of the given behavior at either the last one or two visits. A minority of participants 

reported inconsistent temporal patterns (8%, 12% and 10%, respectively).

The variables independently associated with a high-risk temporal pattern, compared to a 

low-risk pattern, differed for each sexual behavior (Table III). There were several predictors 

of a high-risk temporal pattern for exchange sex and these included (adjusted odds ratios 

(aOR) listed from largest to smallest magnitude): less than high school education (aOR 2.22; 

95% confidence interval [CI] [1.48, 3.32]), food insecurity (aOR 1.77; 95% CI [1.30, 2.39]), 

having a partner with unknown HIV status (aOR 1.52; 95% CI [1.12, 2.06]), depressive 

symptoms (aOR 1.51; 95% CI [1.09, 2.09]), prior incarceration of the participant (aOR 1.48; 

95% CI [1.09, 2.00]), binge drinking (aOR 1.38; 95% CI [1.001, 1.91] and older age (aOR 

1.23 for every 5 year increase; 95% CI [1.11, 1.36]). Predictors of a high-risk temporal 

pattern for UAI were Hispanic ethnicity, less than high school education and food insecurity 

(aOR 2.14; 95% CI [1.35, 3.39]; 1.63 [1.15, 2.33] and 1.41 [1.07, 1.85], respectively). 

Partner's concurrency was the only predictor of a high-risk temporal pattern for participant 

concurrency (1.78; 95% CI [1.21, 2.64]).

Discussion

This study presents one of the few longitudinal analyses of sexual behaviors among women 

in the US at elevated risk of HIV infection (24, 35, 36). We found that high-risk individual 

behaviors of exchange sex, unprotected anal intercourse and concurrent partnerships were 

common, each reported by approximately one-third of participants. High-risk interpersonal 

factors, namely sexual partners with high-risk characteristics, such as unknown HIV status 

and prior incarceration, were even more common, reported by as many as half of 

participants. The prevalence of individual high-risk behaviors decreased over time and the 

predictors of reporting sustained or increased engagement in these behaviors varied. This 

description of individual sexual risk behaviors and partner risk characteristics provides a 

detailed context for the HIV incidence results previously reported from this cohort of 

women (25).

As exchange of sex for commodities and having a partner with a history of incarceration or 

injection drug use were part of the enrollment criteria, the high prevalence of these risk 

factors is not unexpected and indicates the study succeeded in reaching its target population. 

However, other sexual behaviors and partner characteristics not directly part of the 

enrollment criteria were also prevalent, namely participant's concurrency, partner's 

concurrency or a partner with unknown HIV serostatus. These findings suggest that these 
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factors may be linked together and may contribute to a complex and risky sexual network (3, 

37).

Despite the lack of any intervention in the HPTN 064 study beyond routine HIV risk-

reduction counseling at 6-month intervals, the prevalence of all three individual, self-

reported high-risk behaviors and all four male partner characteristics decreased significantly 

over 18 months. This is similar to our findings on unprotected vaginal sex at last vaginal sex 

in this cohort where condom use at last vaginal sex increased from 18% at baseline to 35% 

at 6 months and 37% at 12 months (25). The observed decreases may have been due to 

regression to the mean, behavioral changes due to the counseling provided in the study or 

due to a Hawthorne effect, or a combination of all of these. Decreases in risk behavior 

among participants in HIV prevention studies have been noted previously, including among 

participants in the control arms of interventional studies (35, 38, 39). If the decreased 

prevalence of high-risk behaviors reported in this observational study are attributable to 

study participation (counseling or Hawthorne effect) then the annual HIV incidence 

observed in HPTN 064 (0.32%)(25) would underestimate the actual incidence in this 

population.

Longitudinal analyses of sexual behaviors among women in the US have seldom been 

reported, as noted above. We analyzed the predictors of sustained or increased engagement 

in high-risk behaviors over the course of the study in order to characterize those who may 

need prevention interventions beyond routine counseling and access to free condoms. High-

risk temporal patterns occurred in less than one-quarter of participants and predictors of 

high-risk patterns varied for each of the three analyzed behaviors. Our results, when placed 

within the context of SEF, demonstrate how interpersonal and social factors may influence 

sustained high-risk behavior by individuals. The only common predictors were education 

and food insecurity: those with less than high school education and with food insecurity 

were more likely to report high-risk temporal patterns for both exchange sex and UAI. Our 

findings suggest food insecurity and less than high school education may be part of a 

complex set of economic issues related to HIV risk among women. The only baseline 

predictor for participant concurrency, however, was partner's concurrency. While little has 

been published about predictors of exchange sex and UAI over time among women, the 

finding on concurrent partnerships is consistent with prior studies (19, 25, 40, 41). Our study 

adds to these findings by demonstrating that it is a significant baseline predictor of 

consistently engaging in concurrent partnerships overtime. By placing an individual 

behavior such as participant concurrency within the context of interpersonal relationships, 

we were able to explain some of the individual variation in the behavior. Furthermore, 

existing literature speaks to the influence of perceived social/cultural norms related to 

concurrent partnerships that could also be driving this relationship (40-42).

More than one-third of participants reported at least one episode of anal sex in the prior 6 

months, and among these participants, the majority reported UAI at the last episode. As 

noted above, the one-year prevalence of anal sex among the general population of women in 

the US is about 20% (21), and the prevalence of recent anal intercourse (past three months) 

has been estimated at 22% among women receiving services at an STI clinic (43). As noted 

above, complex economic pressures may promote engagement in unprotected anal sex 
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among women in this cohort. In addition, our findings regarding Hispanic ethnicity as a 

baseline predictor of sustained engagement in UAI may also speak to cultural norms related 

to anal-sex among heterosexual couples, a topic with scant literature . The prevalence of 

UAI observed in this cohort underscores the need for HIV prevention approaches that will 

reduce the risk of HIV acquisition via anal intercourse for both women and for men. Future 

research exploring the multilevel predictors of sustained UAI could inform these prevention 

efforts.

The study had several strengths. The study successfully used venue-based recruitment to 

systematically sample young women representative of women in the US at elevated risk for 

HIV acquisition. We believe our findings apply to women in the US with high-risk 

characteristics and may inform future research studies aimed at decreasing sexual risk 

behaviors among this group. The study prospectively assessed sexual behaviors and the 

reported characteristics of male partners of women at elevated risk for HIV infection, 

allowing for a longitudinal analysis of behaviors among each participant, rather than a series 

of cross-sectional analyses. We established a priori temporal categories of risk behavior that 

allowed us to identify and analyze sustained and increased patterns as compared to 

decreased patterns.

The small number of incident HIV infections in HPTN 064 hindered our ability to identify 

specific sexual risk factors associated with new HIV infections. The HPTN 064 study found 

an overall annual HIV incidence of 0.32%, based on four participants who, at enrollment, 

had evidence of either recent or acute HIV and an additional four who seroconverted during 

follow-up; there were 32 (1.5%) prevalent infections newly diagnosed at enrollment. As 

previously described, reporting anal sex in past six months at baseline was not associated 

with incident HIV infection nor with prevalent HIV infection and the only partner risk factor 

associated with prevalent HIV infection in participants was known HIV infection of the 

partner (25).

Our longitudinal analysis was limited to those participants with complete data available at 

all three visits. Data were less complete for concurrent partnerships due to missing first 

and/or last dates of sexual intercourse for some partners. The limitations of assessing both 

concurrency and partners’ concurrency as perceived concurrency have been previously 

reported (34). Participants at highest risk of HIV acquisition may not have enrolled because 

of the study requirement to be available for a 6- and/or 12-month follow-up visit, therefore 

there may have been a bias toward including somewhat lower risk women. On the other 

hand, the baseline prevalence rates of sexual risk behaviors were substantial. It is 

noteworthy that sensitivity analyses indicated that the observed decreases in prevalence were 

not related to retaining women who reported fewer risk behaviors compared to those who 

were not retained in the study. In addition, the analyses examined individual and 

interpersonal predictors of risk patterns over time. It is possible that other multilevel factors, 

as informed by the SEF, such as neighborhood-level attributes, may also play an important 

role in women's HIV risk over time (44).

All studies based on self-reported sensitive behavioral data, including this one, are limited 

by recall bias and social desirability bias. The use of ACASI, however, rather than face-to-
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face interviews, may improve the reliability of the HPTN 064 data on sexual behavior and 

other sensitive topics (45).

In conclusion, the prevalence of high-risk sexual behaviors and high-risk male partners 

among women in HPTN 064 was substantial, reflecting the risky nature of their sexual 

networks as well as the enrollment criteria. These prevalence rates, however, all decreased 

over time without any specific intervention beyond participation in a study that included 

routine HIV counseling and testing and administration of a survey at 6-month intervals and 

monthly phone calls. Our findings suggest that among women at elevated risk of HIV 

acquisition, those who report food insecurity and lower educational attainment may require 

HIV prevention interventions that go beyond routine counseling, and further studies are 

needed to develop and implement effective economic and biomedical interventions.
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Figure 1. 
a. Prevalence of individual sexual risk behaviors over time

b. Prevalence of HIV risk characteristics of sexual partners over time
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Table I

Prevalence of baseline characteristics among women in HPTN 064 (n = 2099)

Characteristics N %
a
 or IQR

Median age, years 29 IQR: 23-38

Hispanic ethnicity 245 12

African-American race 1802 86

Education

        Less than high school 777 37

        High school graduate or equivalent 772 37

        More than high school graduate 550 26

Unemployed 1357 65

Household Income

        $10,000 or less 933 44

        $10,001 to $20,000 225 11

        $20,001 or More 197 9

        refused/don't know/no answer 744 35

Incarceration in last 5 years
* 848 40

Binge drinking at least weekly in past 6 months
*
 
b 498 24

Substance abuse at least weekly in the past 6 months
* 459 22

Depressive symptoms 
c 692 36

Post-traumatic stress disorder 
d 600 29

Food insecurity for themselves and/or their families in past 6 months. 971 46

Individual Sexual Risk Behaviors

Median number # of partners in past 6 months [IQR] 2 IQR: 1-3

Unprotected sex at last episode of vaginal sex 1698 82%

Any anal sex in past 6 months 796 38%

        UAI at last episode of anal sex 637 31%

        Any UAI in last 6 months 730 35%

Concurrent partnerships (CP) in past 6 months
e 656 40%

Commercial sex worker 117 6%

Exchange of sex for money or commodities in past 6 mo.
* 776 37%

Sexual abuse in past 6 months 148 7%

Sexual orientation

        Heterosexual 1631 79%

        Homosexual 35 2%

        Bisexual 348 17%

        Other/Not Sure/Missing 85 4%
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Characteristics N %
a
 or IQR

Self-reported STI (gonorrhea, syphilis, or chlamydia) in past 6 mo. 
* 232 11%

Partner Sexual Risk Characteristics 
f

HIV status of last vaginal sex partner

    HIV-negative 1199 57%

    HIV-positive
* 27 1%

    HIV status unknown 865 41%

Partners' concurrency in past 6 months 763 36%

Injection drug use in past 6 months 175 8%

Any incarceration 
* 1434 68%

Reporting male partner(s) with at least one risk characteristic 
g 1853 88%

Values are presented as numbers (percentages) unless otherwise indicated.

*
part of eligibility criteria

a
percentages are based on number of participants with non-missing data; missing data comprise approximately 1% of most responses, as described 

in Hodder et al.; 18

b
binge drinking: defined as ≥4 alcoholic beverages on one occasion;

c
The Center for Epidemiologic Studies - Depression Scale (CES-D) was administered, with a score of ≥7 (on 8-item scale) indicating 

psychological distress or depressive symptoms; 21

d
The Primary Care PTSD screen was administered, with a score >3 denoting PTSD;22

e
at baseline, 1628 participants had complete data on the timing of all reported partnerships;

f
partner characteristics are as reported by the participants;

g
risk characteristics: unknown or positive HIV serostatus, partners’ concurrency, infection drug use in past 6 months and/or any incarceration.
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Table IIa

Illustration of categories used to classify temporal patterns for each risk behavior

Study visit Risk pattern

Did participant report specific risk behavior in the last six 
months?

Baseline 6-month visit 12-month visit

High-risk pattern

Yes Yes Yes Consistently high risk

No Yes Yes Increased risk

No No Yes Increased risk

Low-risk pattern

No No No Consistently low risk

Yes No No Decreased risk

Yes Yes No Decreased risk

Inconsistent pattern

Yes No Yes Inconsistently low risk

No Yes No Inconsistently high risk
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Table IIb

Prevalence of temporal patterns for sexual risk behaviors at baseline, 6- and 12-month visits
*

Temporal Patterns Sexual risk behavior

Exchange Sex UAI Participant's Concurrency

N=1450 % N=1498 % N=845 %

High-risk patterns

Consistently high risk (YYY
**

)
231 16 159 11 88 10

Increased risk over 2 visits (NYY) 43 3 58 4 25 3

Increased risk at last visit (NNY) 53 4 94 6 34 4

Sub-total 327 23 311 21 147 17

Low-risk patterns

Consistently low risk (NNN) 719 50 713 48 385 46

Decreased risk over 2 visits YNN) 178 12 190 13 139 16

Decreased risk at last visit YYN 109 8 111 7 90 11

Sub-total 1006 69 1014 68 614 73

Inconsistent patterns

Inconsistently high risk YNY 44 3 85 6 32 4

Inconsistently low risk NYN 73 5 88 6 52 6

Sub-total 117 8 173 12 84 10

*
among participants with complete data for the specific behavior

**
Y: participant answered “Yes” to question about whether she had engaged in the specific behavior in the prior 6 months. N = participant 

answered “No” to question about whether she had engaged in the specific behavior in the prior 6 months. For example, NNN means participant 
answered “No” to each question at baseline, 6-month and 12-month visits.
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Table III

Multivariable Analysis: Individual and partner characteristics associated with high-risk temporal patterns 

compared to low-risk temporal patterns for individual sexual behaviors [adjusted odds ratio and 95% CI]

Individual Behaviors

Exchange Sex UAI Participant's Concurrency

Individual Characteristics
* n = 1333 n = 1325 n = 761

Median age, increase in age by 5 years 1.23 [1.11, 1.36] 1.06 [0.97, 1.15]

Hispanic ethnicity 2.14 [1.35, 3.39] 1.71 [0.96, 3.05]

African-American Race 1.00 [0.64, 1.56]

Education

        Less than high school 2.22 [1.48, 3.32] 1.63 [1.15, 2.33]

        High school graduate or equivalent 1.18 [0.79, 1.77] 1.35 [0.95, 1.93]

        More than high school graduate (ref)

Unemployed 1.24 [0.88, 1.73]

Income

    $10,000 or less 1.86 [0.998, 3.46]

    $10,001 to $20,000 1.46 [0.71, 3.02]

    $20,001 or More

    Refused/don't know/no answer 1.61 [0.85, 3.08]

Prior incarceration 1.48 [1.09, 2.00]

Binge drinking in the past 6 months 1.38 [1.001, 1.91] 1.22 [0.90, 1.65] 1.39 [0.90, 2.15]

Substance abuse in the past 6 months 1.37 [0.95, 1.98] 1.13 [0.81, 1.59] 1.28 [0.81, 2.02]

Depressive symptoms 1.51 [1.09, 2.09] 1.34 [0.90, 2.01]

Post-traumatic stress disorder 1.10 [0.79, 1.55] 1.12 [0.83, 1.50]

Number of partners in past 6 months (+1) 1.02 [0.999, 1.03]

Sexual abuse in past 6 months 1.34 [0.80, 2.22]

Concern about having sufficient food 1.77 [1.30, 2.39] 1.41 [1.07, 1.85]

Partner Characteristics

HIV Status of last vaginal sex partner

    HIV-negative (ref)

    HIV-positive 1.12 [0.34, 3.69]

    HIV status unknown 1.52 [1.12, 2.06]

Partners' concurrency in past 6 months 1.78 [1.21, 2.64]

Injection drug use in past 6 months 0.94 [0.58, 1.52]

Any Incarceration 1.49 [0.88, 2.51]

Prevalence of reporting male partner(s) with at least one risk 
characteristic

1.31 [0.77, 2.23] 1.30 [0.53, 3.18]

Adjusted odds ratios in bold face font indicate statistical significance, with 95% CI excluding 1.000

*
Variables with univariate p<0.1 were included in the multivariate model.
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